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Introduction

This paper summarises the insights of the qualitative study, “living the good life with quadriplegia,” which explores how the stories people tell about themselves reveal their understanding of what it means to flourish, and how they have all accomplished it.

As reflected in media and pop cultural advocacy promoting the legalisation of euthanasia for people who become a quadriplegic,¹ it is generally assumed that it is impossible to live the good life with a severe spinal cord injury (SCI). In fact, contrary to expectations, the majority of people adapt to life with the injury. The so-called disability paradox describes the difference between the seemingly inescapable conclusion that disability negatively impacts happiness, and the reality that many people with serious disabilities report to having a good life.² In part, this follows the theory of the hedonic treadmill, which asserts that although positive and negative events temporarily impact happiness, people quickly return to hedonic neutrality - to a set point level of subjective well-being that is substantially determined by personality traits.³ In respect to hedonic theory and SCI, it has been found that even though people do adjust to the injury, achieving a relatively stable level of happiness, the losses and pains they suffer do substantially and permanently reduce life satisfaction.⁴ The real problem with hedonic theory, however, is the implication that individual choices and circumstances make little difference to a person’s happiness.


The hedonic treadmill is limited by its focus on subjective measures of happiness. Influenced by the emergence of positive psychology, more recent studies of the resilience of people with an SCI have sought to take into account broader conceptions of happiness, recognising that a person’s flourishing is both subjective and objective, and includes: having a greater balance of positive over negative emotions, engagement in gratifying activities, experiencing positive relationships, living for purpose and meaning, and achieving goals. Positive psychology set out to ground conceptions of flourishing and psychological strength in the rigours of empirical science; “in statistical tests, validated questionnaires, thoroughly researched exercises, and large, representative samples.”

In the context of SCI, positive psychology gave impetus to studies that sought to identify the virtues and strengths that help a person flourish with the injury, in particular those that facilitate resilience, which is generally defined as positive adjustment to adversity. There are a myriad of factors that, to greater and lesser degrees, might contribute to resilience; biological, demographic, environmental/social, and psychological. It is noteworthy that biological determinants, such as the level and severity of injury, have less impact than might be imagined, although the evidence is mixed, with some studies finding that people with high-level quadriplegia, and those who suffer substantive pain, do report lower levels of well-being. As might be expected given the broader literature on the social determinants of health, there is evidence that demographics impact both resilience and longer term well-being. Post injury employment and income are of particular importance, with studies showing that people who have lower levels of income and employment experience greater health problems and lower levels of life satisfaction.
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support of family and friends made an important difference to resilience,\(^\text{12}\) and, similarly, that spirituality and faith helped people make sense of their experience.\(^\text{13}\) Finally, various psychological resources were found to be significant. Foremost among them is self-efficacy, which refers to beliefs about one’s capacity to exercise control and achieve desired outcomes.\(^\text{14}\) Persons with high levels of self-esteem, likewise, showed higher life satisfaction,\(^\text{15}\) as did those with positive, hopeful, and optimistic attitudes.\(^\text{16}\)

Although a detailed review and evaluation of all of the literature is beyond the scope of this paper,\(^\text{17}\) there is obvious support for the insights of positive psychology; that psychological resources (which are labelled by Seligman and others as virtues and strengths\(^\text{18}\)) make a vital difference to resilience following an SCI, that social relationships are important, and that spirituality and faith can contribute to adjustment. The contribution of the empirical approach is obvious, providing as it does evidence of psychological strengths that might be developed to support the rehabilitation of newly injured people, helping them to make the most of their longer-term well-being. There are also some limitations. One of the key methodological issues facing researchers studying the resilience of people with SCI is the need to determine how to measure adjustment, and to this end most draw on subjective measures of happiness, such as subjective well-being and life satisfaction, since it harder to measure the flourishing that is the goal of positive psychology. There are important philosophical reasons as to why empirical
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\(^{17}\) For that purpose, see Peter et al., “Psychological Resources in Spinal Cord Injury.”

studies utilise subjective assessments, not least of which is the elevation of individual agency; the recognition that the individual should be the arbiter of her or his own good. This is especially important in the context of disability, where paternalism has too often silenced the disabled voice. Even so, subjective assessments of well-being have their limitations, in part because they are influenced by an individual’s hedonic set-point, but also because human flourishing is not easily reduced to a point in time measurement. And when it is, that which is most important may be lost, since flourishing is a lived reality. It occurs over the course of a life, in its ups and downs, challenges, successes, and failures, and it is precisely the journey of flourishing that is not readily captured by simple quantitative measures. The second difficulty of many of the studies is that they generally focused on the period of rehabilitation, extending for some studies a few years post injury. Very few studies take a longer term focus.

The virtue tradition

The science of positive psychology draws from a much older virtue tradition. With its origins in Aristotle, its development by Aquinas, and its re-appropriation by contemporary moral philosophers such as Alasdair MacIntyre, Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum, the virtue tradition is concerned with the goal of happiness (eudaimonia), understood not as short-term pleasure, but as lifelong flourishing – the good life. Indeed, eudaimonia has traditionally been translated as “happiness,” but is better expressed by the notion of flourishing, which elicits a longer term and more complex vision.

Traditionally, the good life was linked to conceptions of human nature and understood objectively. For Aristotle, it related to the human capacity to reason, and thus found its high point in philosophical contemplation. While the post-Nietzschean critiques of objectivity have rightly...
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identified the fluidity and subjectivity of happiness and human teleology, virtue theorists note that, in all its varieties, the good life nevertheless retains certain objective elements related to our common human nature as physical, psychological, intellectual/moral, and social beings. That is to say, the good life entails the maximisation of physical and mental health, the pursuit of meaning, and the making and sustaining of deep relationships. Virtue theorists go on to argue that these things are not merely a product of circumstances (although Aristotle recognises that happiness is partially dependent upon the luck of one’s social context, social determinants are not everything), but are made possible by the exercise of virtues; the habits of character that enable one to succeed in particular activities and, over the long run, to live the good life. It is virtue that enables a person to maximise their physical and psychological health, to make wise choices, to direct their life toward meaning, and to develop deep friendships and rich communities.

Both MacIntyre and Nussbaum have developed the logic of virtue theory in the context of disability. In Dependent Rational Animals, MacIntyre critiques the individualist tendency of virtue theory, and asks what difference it would make to moral philosophy if disability and dependency were treated as central to the human condition. He goes on to explore the implications of interdependency for our understanding of virtue. Sen and Nussbaum builds on Aristotle’s application of virtue ethics to politics so as to develop a philosophical conception of justice labelled the “capabilities approach.” It describes a set of core capabilities that they take to be the minimum basis for the good life. In Frontiers of Justice, Nussbaum explores the implications of the capabilities approach for social policy that reports and empowers people with disabilities and their families and carers. While the detail of their contribution is beyond the scope of this present work, it is noteworthy that both emphasise the importance of narrative for
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understanding conceptions of the good life. As MacIntyre observes, “Man [sic] is in his actions and practice, as well as in his fictions, essentially a story-telling animal,” Müller observes, “Man [sic] is in his actions and practice, as well as in his fictions, essentially a story-telling animal,” so that the contours of the good life emerge in story, both in cultural narratives, and in the stories we tell about our own lives. Indeed, the way in which people tell their story is an exercise in self-understanding that emerges as we interpret our own experiences, achievements, crises, and failures, in interaction with significant others and with and social and cultural attitudes and symbols. This is particularly important for people with an SCI, who have had to respond to the crisis of an injury that changed the course of their life. As Neimeyer observes, “Like a novel that loses a central character in the middle chapters, the life story disrupted by loss must be reorganised, rewritten, to find a new strand of continuity that bridges the past with the future in an intelligible fashion.” And since adjustment takes months and years and involves various stages (intensive care, in-hospital rehab, return to home and to vocation et cetera), a person’s storied self-understanding may well undergo continual rewriting.

Goals and Method

In the light of virtue theory’s emphasis on understanding flourishing by way of narrative, the project on which this paper is based set out to investigate whether the stories of people that have lived with SCI over time might complement and extend what has been learned by empirical studies on the various factors that contribute to subjective well-being, eudaimonia, and resilience. In particular, the study aimed to examine whether and how the self-narratives of individuals living with quadriplegia over the medium to long term revealed a person’s understanding of the good life in the context of their severe disability, and gave insight into how they had gone about achieving it. Through analysis of their stories, it sought to examine: 1. How individuals negotiate the losses and subsequent disability following SCI, 2. How individuals construct and reconstruct their lives, and 3. Whether particular virtues, skills, and attitudes contribute to (or undermine) a person’s capacity to live the good life flourish with the injury over the medium to long term.
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Adopting a qualitative method, this study used life stories for the purpose of investigating peoples’ understandings of themselves and the social worlds in which they live. The study involved conducting open and in-depth interviews of participants, who were asked to share the story of their life. As Plummer notes, “most social science, in its quest for generalizability, imposes order and rationality upon experiences and worlds that are more ambiguous, more problematic and more chaotic in reality.” To avoid this danger, interviews were deliberately unstructured, and participants encouraged to tell their story in their own way. The interviewer facilitated conversation, and invited participants to describe key events, difficulties faced, and accomplishments, regrets and so on. No fixed structure or extensively predetermined questions constrained the interviews, except that every participant was asked to give their conception of the good life, and comment on whether and how they have gone about achieving it.

Seven participants were involved in the project, each of whom had lived with the injury over the medium to long term (for at least five years). They were recruited from informal networks, and snowball sampling from one participant to another. There was an inevitable selection bias in this approach to recruitment, since people were likely to have been recommended to the study because others judged they lived well with their injury. While there is much to be learned from positive narratives – as we shall see – it is certainly true that a fuller understanding of the challenge of living with an SCI would emerge with access to darker stories (a goal for a future study). The following participants were involved in the study:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Injury</th>
<th>Years with SCI</th>
<th>Spouse/Partner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheree</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>C5/6 complete quadriplegic</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>C6/7 complete quadriplegic</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>C5/6 complete quadriplegic</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>C4/5 incomplete quadriplegic</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Participants were involved not only in the telling of their story to the first author, but in overseeing and authorising its construction and final form. To that end, each participant was involved in a lengthy recorded interview (usually 1.5 to 2 hours), which was then transcribed. Thereafter the first author wrote up a summary of the story, which was returned to the participant for their comment. A second interview discussed any suggested additions and/or changes that participant would like to make to the summary, and a final copy of the narrative was forwarded to and approved by the participant.

Of particular importance for this project is the publication of the life stories as a key element of the research output. As Ellis and Bochner (2006) observe, stories are evocative, and can themselves “do the work of analysis and the theorizing.” Unfortunately, it is not possible in a journal article to publish the detail and depth of insight of all the participant’s stories. What we can do, however, is weave together their narratives, to provide an overview of the rich and complex experiences of seven people who have lived over the medium to long term as quadriplegics. It is hoped that what emerges is itself a multifaceted narrative of a group of Australian quadriplegics that helps us to understand the contours and ambiguities of living with SCI.

**Narrative Results and Discussion**

Participants began telling their story by describing their life pre-injury. As would be expected, their backgrounds were varied, and while it is beyond the scope of this paper to describe the detail, it is noteworthy that for most, the accident did represent a significant turn in direction of life. Sheree was a schoolteacher prior to the injury, and afterwards worked in SCI rehabilitation and support. While in hospital, Mark and Glenn made religious commitments that influenced their subsequent journey. Mark also changed careers and Glenn went back to school and then to University. Sara was studying architecture, and after the accident transferred to the study of fine
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art. Bruce and John eventually took jobs in the disability sector. And Philip, who before his accident had completed his HSC but had no ambition to go to University, says of the injury:

It has taken me in a totally different direction, and I’m pretty sure that if I hadn’t broken my neck I wouldn’t be living here [owning a house in Sydney’s northern beaches], because I may not have gone to University, and so my income would have been less.

While participants identified the preinjury capacities they had lost—and every story is essentially about how people negotiate loss—in this case, the focus is not on what they have lost, but rather on what they have gained. As Sheree says, “the truth is that it’s been so long since my accident—16 years now—so that I don’t miss anything. If you had asked me 4 to 5 years after my accident, I’m sure I would have responded quite differently.”

More important to participants was describing the opportunities they grasped after the injury, and exploring their challenges and achievements.

It is also noteworthy that while SCI effected change, participants generally felt that their preinjury character was important to post injury resilience; that although the injury changed them, it did not define them. As Sheree observed, “I think it’s the person you were before that determines whether you will be able to live independently.”

All participants gave substantive descriptions of their accident and the experience of ICU and rehabilitation. It is noteworthy that most recall having a certain level of optimism very early on. Reflecting on the days and weeks immediately after her injury, Sara says that:

I always felt like I would be okay. I had bad days, but I knew I would pull through. It was when I thought about other people worrying about me that I got most upset. I remember my dad saying to me on the phone one day, “every time you speak to me Sara, you make me feel better.”

Sheree, similarly, recalls that:

I wasn’t enormously upset about the injury—at least I don’t remember being so. I was quite resigned to the fact that this was my life, and that I had a rehab experience to get through. So I was quite fine with it. I never thought I was going to walk—not ever. I knew what the damage was, and the doctors told me it was permanent. I was very realistic. So, at no point did I think I was going to return to my previous life. But I had lots of hope.

This pragmatic but realistic attitude is characteristic of most participant recollections, but as Sheree’s “at least I don’t remember being so” reminds us, events that occurred many years
earlier are inevitably interpreted through the lens of present-day attitudes. The way in which the different participants tell of their hospitalisation and early rehabilitation varies from one to another, but a number of them highlight negative attitudes and low expectations. John, whose injury was incurred in 1959 – at a time when many newly injured quadriplegics did not live for long – received very little in the way of rehabilitation and was discharged from hospital to Weemala nursing home, which displayed a sign on entrance with the tag, “Home for the incurables.” He remembers asking the matron,

“How long am I going to be in here?” She replied, "When you come in here son, you don’t come to get better. You slowly get worse and die.”

By 1970s, when Bruce and Philip had their injuries, specialised spinal units and rehabilitation services were in place. Even so, Philip recalls that the expectations for his future were low,

they expected me to leave the hospital and go to a sheltered workshop. ... I told them I intended to go to university, which they didn’t really think was possible. So I told them where they could put their sheltered workshop, and just went ahead and enrolled in the course that I had intended to do before the accident.

Even Mark, whose injury was the most recent of all the participants (2008), provides a largely negative account of rehabilitation. He felt that rehab and medical staff left him fearful and ill-equipped to deal with life outside the hospital.

If you had a catheter blockage, you could die, or have a heart attack or stroke. I thought, dude, give me some positive language. I was scared to go home, but I did because I had no choice.

In highlighting some of these negative experiences, the point is not to argue that Australian spinal units and rehabilitation centres have offered poor care, especially since adjustment to a spinal cord injury is inevitably traumatic. Indeed, Bruce and Sheree praise the support they received, and Glenn is extremely thankful that the staff who coached him “focused on what was possible rather than what was lost and impossible” – he thinks present-day rehab is “too soft.” Rather, what is noteworthy is that participants drew on negative experiences to highlight the challenges that they have overcome along the way. From every angle, each of the participants tell stories of persevering and beating expectations. Glenn, for example, was told by a driving instructor that he would never learn to drive, but he persevered in his lessons and, one year later, earned his
license. He says that being able to drive “changed my life completely,” giving him a freedom he hadn’t had prior to the injury.

For many of the participants, the early years of living at home with quadriplegia were extremely challenging. Mark’s observation is typical:

This time of my life really tested me. There is no book on these things. You just play it as it comes, as the landscape unfolds in front of you. You make decisions, and you don’t know if it’s right or wrong. It was a really steep learning curve. 2008 – 2011 was a really dark period. I was just absorbing the injury and its consequences. I had struggles breathing, and eating was a chore. I had bad health, I got pneumonia every winter. I had pressure sores, one keeping me in bed for nine months. Everything was coming at me from all corners, and there were too many variables.

Sheree, who prior to her injury was a teacher in Brisbane, spent five years in relative isolation on her parents’ farm in outback New South Wales, before being ready to move back to the city (this time to Sydney). Bruce, similarly, spent a number of years living in his parents’ home, but he hated having to depend on them, and felt like a burden (he was relieved, eventually, to be provided accommodation in a specialised SCI facility). A few years after her discharge from hospital, Sara collapsed completely, and was bedridden for six months. Participants lay some of the blame the difficulty of adjusting to the injury on inadequate support services, especially after leaving rehabilitation and returning to the community. As Mark notes:

There was a lot of gaps in the system – gaps in helping families. The health system has kept us alive, but in hospital they push you to the door, and then waive you off, and say good luck.

At the same time, participants recognise that adjusting to life with the injury is difficult, and takes time.

**Positive attitude but not super quads**

The challenge of SCI extends beyond rehabilitation, and participants described various ongoing hardships that attend to their SCI, including nerve pain, sexual loss and so on. Glenn, for example, described repeated instances of discrimination that hampered his career development:

I’m still fighting the same battles today, and it really depresses me that nothing has really changed. ... There is a glass ceiling with a disability. ... All the people who studied with
me have great positions and climbed the corporate ladder, but I’ve never been able to. I face prejudice and ignorance, because there’s not many people with disabilities in the workforce, so the prejudice persists. And men don’t want to be seen to be bettered by someone with a disability.

Whatever the particularities of the challenges faced, participants generally identified positive thinking, optimism, and hopefulness as contributing to their eventual coming to terms with the injury, and so enabling them to live a good life – character traits that empirical studies have emphasised as being central to resilience.39 For one participant, so important was a positive attitude that he deleted most of the seemingly negative references that had been discussed in the initial interview and written into the first draft of his life narrative. Bruce, speaks for many when he observes:

If I wanted to do something, I’d think of a way to do it, rather than let people say “you can’t do that or you can’t go there” I’d find a way – and say to people well, there’s probably a way to do things that you don’t know. So I thought positively about things. I don’t think negative about stuff. I have good reason to be negative, with my waterworks, they’re terrible. But overall, I’ve been able to overcome everything – in a chair you can do it one way or another. I feel lucky that I’ve had a positive attitude, right from the beginning, and that I try to encourage others.

Bruce has lived for forty-three years with permanent neurological pain (like many with an incomplete injury), and says he has coped because:

I always maintain a positive attitude. I keep busy and occupy my mind. Being active enables you to overcome. If you’re sitting around all day at home, not doing anything, you dwell on the pain. But if your mind is occupied, busy with something, a hobby or interest, listening to a radio or reading a book, then you can teach yourself to accept it.

Philip, similarly, notes that “I’ve met some guys in wheelchairs who really irritate me, but I have a positive and carefree attitude.” Sheree says that she owes much to the fact that she had “lots of hope about moving on and continuing to live a meaningful life.” She ended up becoming a peer support worker with the Spinal Cord Injury Association, and says that she understood her
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role as providing “hope and encouragement.” Mark, likewise, observes that “it might seem like a cliche, but making sure I’m positive really works.”

Even so, most of the participants recognised the danger of what might be labelled the positivity myth; the prevailing cultural ideology that insists that a positive attitude overcomes all barriers and is the certain pathway to achievement. This was apparent in Glenn’s frustration about the impact of discrimination on his career. Sheree, for example, insists that there is nothing unique or special about her accomplishments, highlighting the support she has received from others. Asked about how she has managed to live in a house on her own in Sydney she responds:

I guess I just haven’t had any choice. If I was going to move to Sydney and get on with next stage of my life, then that was my option. It's not as if I'm playing super-quad and getting myself in and out of bed, or showering myself or anything. My care incorporates house work; washing, sweeping the floor or whatever. So all of those things are done, and there's nothing else remarkable about how I live.

Sara’s narrative is particularly insightful. She describes how, after discharge from rehab, she returned to university, lived as independently as she could, and to all outside appearances was positive and successful. But she soon discovered that life with quadriplegia had its limits:

I call it super cripple complex. I was being a super cripple. I was achieving everything but not really for myself.... It was a pattern within our family. We were always very busy – busy and achieving. That was the way I’d grown up - happiness in our family was to be busy and successful. And I was happy. I got a lot of joy from my art, and interacting with people, but I was also in complete denial of the impact it was having on my body. My body was weak, and it was crazy what I was doing. I was teaching classes of 80 students with no experience in teaching, no support, in a manual wheelchair, a quadriplegic, talking for hours, and then coming home and doing my degree and cooking and on and on. I’m a high achiever. If I’m going to do something, I do it fully. And I try to do it really, really well. I’m pretty competitive.

It took some time, but ultimately she discovered that her body could not keep up. The result:

I completely collapsed. I could no longer push my manual chair, so I couldn’t get out of the house. I was just too weak to push the chair or do anything. ... This occurred because
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I was trying to live in denial of my situation. I was finding happiness through doing – through being busy.

**Love, friendship, and care**

Sara spent six months in severe physical and psychological pain, and her gradual healing owes much to the love and care of her partner, Ben. Sometime later, Sara was surprised to discover that she was pregnant, eventually giving birth to a son. Of motherhood as a quadriplegic she says:

I’ve absolutely loved it and it’s something that comes to me naturally. You know my mother always called me ‘Mother Sara’ when I was little because I just loved little kids ... And Ben is the same. He’s one of those kid-magnets. ... The challenge has been negotiating with other people to help me – having to have an intermediary (the carers and Ben) to do all of the stuff. The key has been maintaining a strong relationship with Jake through that, and keeping people out of his face who were people who’d help me to care for him.

To succeed as a quadriplegic partner and mother, Sara has to be a skilful negotiator of relationships in which the lines between friend/lover/carer are blurred, employing virtues of wisdom, patience, gratitude, and the intuition to know when and how to intervene and take a stand.

The love and support of his wife has been central to Glenn’s flourishing. He remembers being fearful, as a young quadriplegic, about whether the injury would rob him of a loving relationship,

You had the big gnarly question, will I meet a girl, will I get married, what am I going to do with my life. ... But the good thing is that girls aren’t as physically wired as blokes. There is quite a lot of girls out there that, if you’re nice and kind, that is appealing to them.

He met and married Theresa while still University, and says their relationship has been strong and joyous. Together they are raising twin teenage boys and a daughter (conceived through IVF). He admits that marriage and parenting is not easy. It wasn’t too long ago that Theresa asked “why did I marry a guy in a wheelchair?” But Glenn believes that, in some surprising ways, his disability has helped his marriage, making him less self-centred, more patient, and more forgiving. He says that his dependence on his wife means that when conflict arises he has to make things right, and so be quick “to say sorry and I love you.” He notes also:
I haven’t got the distractions that others have. I’ve got a friend who wants to go out and “play” but because of his family, he feels that he can’t go and do all the things that he wants to do. But I’m more focused on my wife. My first job is to keep Theresa and the kids happy. So in a way, my disability has been a good thing, because I’m not so self-focused. I see a lot of breakups in marriage that had to do with self-centredness. Men or women feel that they’re missing out on something that they’re not getting in their marriage, and that breaks them up. Theresa is not that way, and I’m not that way. [Reflecting on the few times they have fought he continues] I tried to pack my bags a couple of times, but I can’t do it. I have to suck it up, no matter how wrong she’s been, and go in and say sorry, and I love you, and it’s amazing how that turns things around.

Similarly, Glenn thinks that his disability has helped him be a better parent, not only because he spends time with his children that others might dedicate to their own pursuits, but because they learn unique attitudes and skills:

The disability is a positive. They are good kids. They come and help; they put my shoes and socks on, they help me out a lot. So it’s caused them to be really caring. And we’re closer. They have grown up with me, so if I need help they’ll come and give it. They are very compassionate. In a way the challenge of my disability has bought us together. We hug, and I’m really close to the kids. Other fathers probably have to try a bit harder to get that closeness.

The participants who are in long-term relationships emphasise the importance of their loving partners for their flourishing. John, for example, married a nurse, Pam, and her relentless support was fundamental to his fifty year thriving as a quadriplegic. In the days before state-sponsored support, she performed his personal care, a role she retained for the rest of their shared life (even after changes to government funding, she refused to allow care workers into the privacy of their home). She helped him get to and from work, and together they built a home, and raised two adopted children before John passed away in 2013. Pam would insist, though, that their relationship was always one of mutual giving and receiving.

Relationships with quadriplegia are, nevertheless, complicated. Mark was in a long-term relationship prior to his accident, but the stresses of learning to live with a disability meant that he didn’t pay enough attention to his partner, or realise the burdens she faced:

She was working in a pressured job full-time, spending late hours in the hospital, getting home at 11 o’clock at night. She got really depressed, and something had to give. Before,
she had someone who is looking after the house, mowing the lawn et cetera, and all of a sudden her life was turned upside down. I couldn’t contribute anything, so the pressure came on her. When I got home, she stayed with me, and filled the gap where my family weren’t supporting me. [After the relationship breakdown] I tried to win her back. But it’s just so hard to do that with your mouth only. To win someone back, you need action, and I couldn’t do it – all I could do was talk. It was hard for her. It was hard for both of us. Half of me felt that I couldn’t put the pressure back on her, but the other half of me wanted her back. I didn’t want to be alone, and I was scared.

In the years since the breakup, as Mark learned to negotiate his dependency and friendships, he has come to the conclusion that his injury has made him friendlier. Why?

Because I need help. I can’t do anything for myself, so the only skill that I have is to form relationships with people. It was hard, at first, to ask people to do things for me, but I’ve come to realise that everyone has got something to contribute – to help – and generally they’re willing to do so. It might sound like I’m devious, like I’m manipulating people, but I’m not. Sometimes I get carers who get grumpy. Once, when I asked the nurse for something, she said, “say please.” That really hit home. On the one hand, I think it’s pathetic that a person needs to get a please out of a quad. But even so I learned early on that it makes a difference if I say please. The old Mark would fight it. But the new Mark that I’m developing now is about cooperation, collegiality, and team effort.

Mark this credits the need of his injury for him to learn relational skills; to avoid grumpiness and be friendly, grateful, and cooperative. He has to have the fortitude, wisdom, and patience to ask for help. In terms of another intimate relationship, Mark now has a close friend who’d like to take things deeper, but he remains uncertain – “You’re taking on another person in your life, and maybe I’m selfish, maybe I’m scared. I’m just surprised that she is interested in me.”

Sheree was in a long-term relationship at the time she incurred her injury, but it broke down soon after. She says:

I’ve got a disability that makes relationships complicated, and I don’t think people really understand it, so I just haven’t wanted anything to do with relationships. ... I have no interest whatsoever. More than no interest; there’s a bit of a fear there, to be honest

Even so, she insists that she is not lonely:
Definitely not. How can you be lonely when you’re working so much, and have care morning and night. I get on with my carers very, very well. So much so, that one of them is a great friend, and we ring each other in the day time, and say "guess just what happened". So there’s always those social opportunities – and communication is so much a big part of my life, that when I’m at home, mostly I’m just happy to be alone.

Philip, similarly, has never married or had a committed relationship, noting that:

I don’t really know why – it was probably my expectation. But I’ve got a few mates who haven’t gotten married either, and I know others who’ve been married and then divorced. So I don’t feel like I’ve missed out too much.

Yet Friendship has been central to his happiness. Philip’s injury was incurred in the surf, and he relied on his mates to help him get back into the water. “I was scared stiff” he observes, but before he knew it they’d carried him out into the surf on inflatable lilo mattress, and he never looked back. Thereafter, he notes, “we did a lot of stupid things.” Indeed, Philip’s friend took him on holiday to Hawaii, and insisted he go scuba diving. Ignoring his reply (a very Aussie “bullshit”) they goaded him into the water, and he has since dived the Barrier Reef, and throughout the world. One friend “encouraged” him to take on paragliding, again exceeding the expectations of the experts – “my doctor thought I was a lunatic.” It’s not simply the generosity of family and friends, though, that matters, but that he cleverly negotiates the fine line between friendship and dependency. Philip notes that

[it’s important] to know when not to ask for help – although for most of my life I’ve been very happy to ask anybody to do anything, on the assumption that they know I won’t be upset if I say no. They all know that if they say no, I’m not going to cry or hold it against them. I’m also cautious, I don’t ask people too often.

Bruce, who has never married but has travelled the world with friends, likewise highlights the important skills of negotiating friendship and care:

It’s not easy finding someone who is going to look after you 24/7, do your personal care, help you out, and at the same time maintain a good friendly working relationship. You might think you know a guy, but when you get together with someone that intensively, it can become difficult. I managed it because I have a generally friendly and easy-going nature, and I said to them, “if I do anything that you don’t like, tell me rather than mope about it, and I’ll do the same.”
Taken altogether, a prominent theme in all the narratives was that friendships, which take many different forms, are vital to the good life. Because of the challenges of day-to-day life – the need for help, and the fact that functional loss impacts on relational capacities – people were forced to work hard on their personal relationships with spouses, carers, neighbours, and ‘mates’. In some ways, the injury required people to be friendlier, and they derived great satisfaction in doing so.

The good life

Finally, in terms of the overall evaluation and understanding of flourishing as a quadriplegic, every participant concluded that their life had been good, and they believed it would continue to be so. Mark was the most ebullient, asserting:

I’ve not said this to many people, because it’s embarrassing to say it, but this is the best thing that could have happened to me. You might say, “Oh what, you’d rather be in the chair?” Don’t get me wrong, I’ve got difficulties. Like last night I couldn’t sleep, my blood pressure was up, my bowels were going off. Who’d want that? But for me, what I’ve gone through now, what I’ve achieved, where I’m going, and my goals. I never had that before – I wasn’t that focused. A lot of good things have happened to me, really good things. And it’s all happened because I’m in the chair. It’s the best thing that’s happened to me. It’s brought me closer to God, it’s given me purpose, it’s given me focus, it’s brought lots of people around me. To say that to someone who is able-bodied, it’s hard to comprehend. Does that make me sound crazy? Who wants to sit on the toilet for an hour every day, and have a PR every day? Who wants to sit there and their nose is itchy all day and they can’t scratch it. Me! I do. It’s the bigger picture.

Mark’s contentment draws on his religious faith, and the joy he experiences advocating for disabled rights. Mark is a director of two disability associations, serves on his local council’s access committee, is an ambassador for two charities, and has recently been appointed as the chair of the Disability Council of New South Wales. Mark alone sees his quadriplegia as a gift, believing that it has given more than it has taken, because it forced him to re-evaluate his life, and be more deliberate and focused in his goals for the future – “I’m getting a bigger buzz now. I’m giving up a lot to get this gold. But I’m willing to do so – it’s worth it.” It is sometimes argued that people like Mark are in denial about their situation; that his positivity is a psychological coping mechanism that prevents him from being weighed down by his losses and so able to get on with life. But as Ron Amundson argues, whose testimony should be believed? The
philosophical outsider, or the person who lives with a disability; do we “really want to claim that nondisabled people know better than disabled people what the different lives are like?” Indeed, unlike others looking in, Mark has lived both with and without disability, so his judgement should be treated seriously.

Glenn, like Mark, finds meaning and purpose in his religious faith; “it was God who got me through.” For him, the good life is about focusing on God and his family. And while he would rather have lived without a spinal-cord injury, he recognises that disability has contributed to his happiness:

Our culture is so self-centred. ... When you’ve got a disability, and others have careers – that starts to look like the good life. But really it’s not. I’ve met people who look like they have it all, and they’re not happy. But when you eliminate the superficial, and look at my life and I say: I’ve got a great wife, and kids who love me. And that’s the most important thing in my life at the moment. So that’s where I spend my energy.

Sara, while not religious, identifies various streams of spirituality that have been central to her emerging happiness, especially after her collapse. She has drawn on meditation to “keep my heart open; a melting together of meditation techniques and body centring dance has been profound.” She also practices the Japanese martial art Aikido, “to work with my “chi – my body’s energies – to stay present and centred.” As noted earlier, the literature on positive psychology and resilience focuses on the need for a person to be positive, exercise self-efficacy, and regain control of their life. Sara reminds us that much of life is a journey that can’t be controlled, or rather, that regaining control actually requires a person to let go and find ways to flow with the ups and downs of life. For her, spiritual practices have provided rest and peace, helped her to deal with the ongoing physical and psychological pain that often accompanies SCI, and enabled her to devote her love and attention to her partner and son.

Religion and/or spirituality were not important to any of the other participants. Bruce and Philip both lived daringly (achieving things and going places that others might think impossible), and emphasise positive thinking, a can-do attitude, and the importance of relationships with friends and carers. There is power in the idea of life with quadriplegia as being an adventure negotiated with friends. Bruce has also been involved in advocacy, working closely with his local council to
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make his suburb accessible to people with disabilities (and mothers in prams, older residents et cetera).

Both John and Sheree passed away after our interviews. John died after a full and rich life with Pam, and not before meeting his grandchildren. Against all expectations at the time of his injury (1959), when he found himself trapped in a home for incurables, he and his wife could look back on a life they judge to have been full of joy and love. Sheree died too young (forty-five), of a kidney issue that arose as a secondary complication attending to her SCI. Even so, her friends would insist that she lived a richer life than many able-bodied people. She spent the bulk of her time after her injury supporting newly injured people as a peer support worker in Sydney’s spinal units at Prince of Wales Hospital in Randwick and at the Royal North Shore Hospital. She made deep friendships, including with her beloved service dog Jade. Speaking about her own happiness, she said:

I feel like I'm making a contribution to people's life, and that's quite a profound thing to have, really. I get so much joy by watching people get on. It really gives me a spark, having opportunities to brighten up people's lives.

She concluded her interview by asserting that “I’ve had a fabulous life, and I’ve got no regrets on anything.” What more could anyone hope for?

**Conclusion**

Drawing on the logic of the virtue tradition, this paper set out to explore what the stories of people living with quadriplegia over the medium to long term might reveal about the good life, and how to go about accomplishing it. Notwithstanding that participants dealt with permanent pain and loss (physical, psychological, and social), their stories show that it is possible to flourish with a severe disability. Participants found meaning and purpose from a variety of sources; religion, spirituality, advocacy, helping others with SCI, and adventure. Friendships were especially important, and although relationships were sometimes complicated by the injury, adjustment to the disability provided opportunities to strengthen and deepen friendships between spouses and other family members, and with neighbours, mates, peers, care workers and other professionals.

The narratives show that positive attitudes and virtues seem to be central to resilient flourishing with quadriplegia. To this end, participants drew on experiences and capacities developed prior to the injury, but were also required to develop new and existing skills and virtues, such as the
relational virtues of gratefulness, friendliness, patience, forgiveness, interpersonal wisdom and so on. The participants understood that life is a journey replete with joys and sorrows, and that shockingly negative experiences and lifelong hardships can be navigated by exercising positive virtues such as optimism, hopefulness, determination, and by focusing on what is possible rather than impossible.

Most refused, however, to capitulate to the positivity myth (the ideology that assumes positive thinking inevitably facilitates success and achievement), having learned by hard experience that life has its limits, constraints, ups and downs. Indeed, participants were not afraid to admit to anger, disappointment, frustration, and weakness. Their stories are not what Stella Young would label “inspiration porn,” and we misunderstand the narratives if we think of these people as inspirational, heroic, super-quads (to use Sheree’s label). But neither are they tragic. Rather, they show the up-and-down predicament of quadriplegia, and reveal some of the attitudes and virtues needed to live a “more up than down life” – i.e. to flourish with a disability.

**Future research:**

While there are a number of studies utilising qualitative research methods to explore the resilience and well-being of people with a spinal cord injury, there are few that utilise life stories in a systematic way. Indeed, there are no longitudinal studies that consider resilience and the good life over the medium to long term, with most studies concentrating on the months and early years of rehabilitation following the injury. Even so, this present study is limited by its scope, and a fuller account of the good life and quadriplegia would broaden the mix of gender and sexuality, and take a more systematic approach to investigating stories at particular points in the recovery process. Ideally, participants would be interviewed periodically, at different stages of recovery and life, in which case it would be possible to reflect upon the ways in which a person’s storied identity and conception of the good life changes over time. Also, increasing the number of participants would improve the generalisability of insights.

As noted earlier, this study was likely subject to selection bias, and a more complete understanding of life would emerge with access to the stories of people who have a more negative outlook.

---